Abstract The objective of this paper is to investigate a novel design for local motion vectors (LMVs) of image sequences, which are often used in a digital image stabilization (IS) system. The IS technique removes unwanted shaking phenomenon in image sequences captured by hand-held camcorders. It includes two main parts such as motion estimation and compensation. Most of computation power occurs in the part of motion estimation. In order to reduce this complexity, an idea, which integrates an adaptive-threshold method and cellular neural networks (CNN) architecture, is designed to improve this problem. The design only implements the most important local motion estimation with the array size of 19x25 pixels. Experimental results with HSPICE simulation and CNNUM are shown that the proposed architecture fast searches the location of possible LVMs and has the capability of real-time operations.
computation is capable of realizing the trillions of operations per second (TeraOPS)-range image processing tasks in a cost-effective implementation [5] . In this paper, we propose a CNN-based chip which could greatly reduce the heavy computation problem for location motion estimation processing. The representative point matching (RPM) [2] method is used to find the local motion vectors. The pre-processing image information will first pass a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter and store incoming data to memories. Then CNN will search the global minimum position and decide x and y coordinates by using global output connected chains. Local analog memory (LAM) is designed to store the image difference information which is passed from an 8-bit D/A converter. With the aid of CNN technique [4] , [6] , the global minimum position according to the RPM method could be easily generated and stored in comparing with the traditional DSP computation. The Fig. 1 is divided into two processing blocks as motion estimation and motion compensation [11] . The motion estimation block includes three estimators as LMV, the ill-conditioned motion vector (IMV), and the global motion vector (GMV) estimators. The motion compensation unit consists of the compensating motion vector (CMV) estimation and image compensation. The two incoming consecutive images (at time (t-1) and time (t)) will 1-4244-0100-3/06/$20.00 C2006 IEEE be firstly divided into four regions. A LMV will be derived in each region by the RPM algorithm [1] , [3] . The motion estimation block also contains a reliability detection function. The GMV estimation determines a global motion vector among LMVs, IMV, and other pre-selected motion vectors through background-based evaluation function. Finally, the compensating CMV is generated according to the resultant GMV and the image sequences will be compensated based on the CMV in the motion compensation unit. 
B. Motion Estimation
The motion estimation unit shown in Fig. 1 contains the LMVs, IMV, and GMV estimators. As shown in Fig. 2 , the LMVs and IMV estimation is to generate the LMVs and IMV for global motion vector estimation [11] . A background-based evaluation function is proposed to generate GMV by using LMVs, IMV, zero motion vector (ZMV), and the past GMV. The motion estimation unit in Image Stabilizer Algorithm treats the image as 19 x 25 pixels' macro-blocks, and computes the motion vectors and errors separately between them. The better the motion estimation is, the better the image compensation is. In the absolute differences (1) where (i, j) indicates a grid point associated with a cell on the 2-D grid, and (k, I) E Nr(i,j) is a grid point in the neighborhood within a radius r of the cell (i, j).
If it is used for image processing, each pixel of the image corresponds to an analog processing element (cell) of CNN. The current-mode approach [7] , [8] is used in CNN circuit design because it has superior mathematical addition properties. The summation of weighted currents is simply done by appropriate transistor sizing. The piecewise-linear function is achieved by cascading two current limiters as shown in Fig. 3 . A. Image Difference The first step of RPM method will subtract the present sub-region pixels with past representative point pixel color. We can implement subtraction step with image inversion and current addition. The inversion template [9] lists in Eq. (3). The input of CNN is grayscale representative sub-region.
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B. Global Minimum To search the minimum position in a specify area not only takes time but also consumes lots power. Comparing previous value and storing the minimum value is the basic processing step. The larger area need to be determined, the more clock cycle, ie., power, it takes. Therefore, we propose to use CNN adaptive threshold template with capability of finding the global minimum position in larger array and can process with less clock period. The adaptive threshold template lists in Eq. (4). Fig. 4(a) . 3) Represent all the pixels with the central point in each subregion(t-1). The mapping array is called representative point macro-block (RPM) as shown in Fig. 4(b) . 4 ) Subtraction: Msub(t) :_ sub region(t)-RPM(t-1) to provide absolute error for the Msub(t) array. 5) Add: Add all the Msub(t) in the prescribed region to form a 19x25 difference value array. 6) Min: Find the minimum difference position of the difference value array as the vibrate noise vector for the prescribed region. The most complexity operations occur in 1) computing the motion vector and the difference value and 2) storing the difference value with the position information if it is smaller than any previous value. Since the operation slows down the computation, the CNN architecture is suitable for motion computation and is done by CNN with a fixed template and the tunable bias current circuit for each cell. The minimum difference value and the position information can the found less than 32 clock cycle no matter how large the array is by the architecture of the circuit. The circuit architecture is shown in Fig. 5 The ASCNN processing unit including the CNN bias circuit is shown in Fig. 6 . With the aid of 8 bit voltage current converter, the 256 difference value information can be transformed into current and feed in to the LAM. After loading all the difference information into the LAMs, the digital control circuit will turn on the CNN array switch in order to saving power during the loading step. An adaptiveminimized threshold template is used for searching the minimum value in the CNN array. If the bias current is smaller than any input current from the CNN array, the output voltage will goes to high. Therefore the digital position decoder and bias control circuit can simply judge whether the bias current should raise or not by checking if any row or column obtain the low information. The search min architecture could save the tasks of reading out error matrix and comparing process by using DSP processor. 
A. Simulation Results ofCNNUM
The CNNUM [10] provides the framework for the definition of an algorithmically programmable analog array computer with supercomputer power on a chip. The IS algorithm could both verified by CNNUM and the circuit simulation. The result of the SAD array (19x25 pixels) after CNNUM processing is shown in Fig. 7(a) . After analysis these SAD values, the minimum difference value is 85 pixel counts and locates in (6, 4) while the top left point is defined as (1,1) The sub-image subtraction and searching global minimum can be done by using image difference, and search global minimum templates as described in section III. With proper choice of threshold bias current Ibias, only the minimum position appear with white color and others remain black color. The final result is shown in Fig. 7(b) . In order to compare the position information with the simulation of circuit, the shifts to vertical and horizontal templates are used and their output is shown in Fig. 7(c) and  (d) . The output results shows the correct coordinate (X, Y) should be (6, 4) and the position is the same as in Fig. 7(a) . Figure 8 (a) is the output of l9x25 difference value array image. Fig. 8(b) and (c) shows the row and column global connect chains output corresponding to the minimum SAD position. The simulation only checks the 18 LAM (contained in the dot line) value and CNN switches turns on at 78us. With the help of automatic tuning bias current circuit, the output flips from high to low with a proper threshold of CNN. Fig. 8(d) shows other global connect chains for the rest of 42 outputs. 
B. Chip Simulation Results

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel circuit design of local motion estimation integrated with the adaptive-threshold method and CNN architecture considered for image stabilization realization to reduce computational complexity.
CNN is used easily on VLSI implementation. The proposed method has also superior performance compared with other DSP processors. In particular, an adaptive and adjustable bias current circuit is integrated into CNN to increase automatically the threshold level and to detect fast the global minimal SAD position. In addition, the global output connected chains are used to locate the decided LMV position without wasting extra processing time for searching addresses. Finally, the proposed CNN-based local motion estimation can not only be implemented on VLSI, but also be performed on CNNUM.
